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SPR ING  2019

Dear Members,

Welcome to the Spring edition of Nimbus News packed with interesting articles on things Nimbus.
Thank you to Peter and Jean Coles for their time and work in producing another interesting issue.

I am sad to report that Jacqui Wigg, our former chairperson, passed away very recently. Our thoughts
are with her husband John and their family.  Jacqui and John were enthusiastic members of the club
for many years and were well travelled with their 310c WIGGY TOO.  I had the pleasure of working
with Jacqui as vice chair before taking over from her.  Jacqui was instrumental in setting up our 
relationship with Topsail Insurance, which continues to help members. Jacqui will be sadly missed.

Our team have been at work updating and improving the technical section of the website.  They would
welcome any input from members on tips and suppliers which may be of interest to fellow members.
As our boats get older this section will become more important, particularly to those of us who do our own upkeep and maintenance.
New techniques are replacing established methods. For instance, one member had his blue hull vinyl covered with excellent results and
others are using copper coating in place of traditional antifoul for the bottom.  Such measures should show a saving in maintenance costs
in the long term.

The use of and tax for red diesel in pleasure craft continues to be considered by HMRC in consultation with the RYA and other interested
parties. RYA’s website is kept up to date on this and other legal matters.

Our annual Lymington Rally, incorporating the AGM, is taking place at the end of April and once again our thanks to Steve Lane of 
Offshore Power Boats for sponsoring our welcome drinks party at the Haven Restaurant.  

Best wishes for the 2019 season and pleasant cruising. 

David Noyce 

FROM THE CHAIRMAN

News
From the Membership Secretary - Janet Noyce 
Welcome to the following Nimbus owners who have recently joined us:

Ewen and Mary Stamp, 31coupe “IMKE”, Home port: Ipswich
Phil and Sarah Bryant, 26 Nova “CASSIS”, Home port: Portchester

Jens’ Skovrider, 3003 “HOPE”, Home port: Aalborg, Denmark
Paul and Christine Prior, 320 coupe “PRIORESS”, Home port: Ardglass

Charles Cook and Sherry Giessen, 3003 “TIGGER”, Home port: Woodbridge
Charles and Sandra Haine, 380 Commander “CLOUD 9”, Home port: Portsmouth

Anthony and Eva Robards, 310 coupe “NORDIC GEM”, Home port: York
Paul and Amanda Chadderton, 29 coupe “JULIANA”, Home port: Tayvallich

Steve and Marilyn McCarthy, 335 coupe “TIGRIS”, Home port: Hamble Point marina
Rupert and Nikki Williams, 31 Ultima “CLOUD DANCER”, Home port: Lymington
Mike and Karen van Klaveren, 350 coupe “BEARFOOT”, Home port: Chichester
Raymond and Denise Harney, 320 coupe “BLUE MIST”, Home port: Chichester

Graham and Phlip Baker, 380 coupe “BLUE DART”, Home port: Chichester
Mark and Suzy Dorsett, 27 Coupe “CASSINI”, Home port: Emsworth

We wish you many happy hours aboard your Nimbus
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Jean and Peter Coles 
For us Spring shows in the liveliness around boatyards and
marinas. This year some botanists say our spring began in
November and Winter has been neither cold nor windy. For
this edition we hope you’ll find a British weather variety in
the mix of personal experiences and advice.

Janet’s list of new members shows impressive growth in numbers
and in the variety of craft owned. A special welcome to the
new members in Denmark – you join Italy/Austria, The
Netherlands, and New Zealand as more distant places
where people appreciate our boats and want to learn from
and contribute to the enjoyment of others. Please don’t be shy in sharing your experiences through this Newsletter.

In his introduction Chairman David refers sadly to the recent death of his predecessor Jacqui Wigg. Jacqui’s husband
John writes about Jacqui, in memory of her contribution and the fun they had as club members. Lynne Bearman adds
the warm sadness of club members.

In this edition we explain how NOC’s formidable website is being developed to greatly improve recording and searching
the vast amount of technical information which until now has been difficult to access. We report on our Winter social event
at RNLI Poole and give more safety advice on towing and on the use of VHF. There are fabulous pictures and envy-inducing
tales from the far North of New Zealand. There’s always work on a boat, and bilges and windlasses feature here too.

Finally, of course, it’s your magazine we need your stories. Since we suggested a series of “confessions” about mishaps
and mistakes, there’s been near silence – proving there’s lots to tell. 

Peter and Jean Coles, White Rider Nimbus 310C

EDITOR’S CORNER.



2019 – PROVISIONAL LIST OF
EVENTS FOR YOUR DIARY
Friday 26 – Sunday 28 April – Lymington Rally

Monday 10 June – Lunch, Port Hamble Marina

Wednesday 12 June to early July – West Country Cruise arranged by Jack Acres      
(NB check Jack’s “all members” emails)

Wednesday 17 and Thursday 18 July – Yarmouth IOW Rally

Wednesday 28 – Friday 30 August – Island Harbour Rally

?? November – End of Season Dinner? New Forest Area - location tba

(We remind NOC members of changes directly and through the club web-site) 
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Club Chairperson 2007 - 2011

It is with great sadness that we announce the untimely death
of Jacqui Wigg - loyal club and committee member and 
former club chair.

Jacqui’s tenure in the chair is memorable for a number of 
reasons, not least her preference to be known as ‘Madam
Commode’ rather than madam chairperson; another was her
claim to be the originator of ‘Nimbii’ as the collective noun
for a gaggle of club members. She was certainly responsible 
for the then unofficial club slogan of ‘Come aboard and 
have a drink’ as the only sensible retort to ‘Hello, I’m a 
Nimbus Cub Member’!

FROM THE
EVENTS 
COORDINATOR -Sue Birchall

JACQUELINE
WIGG
20th August 1944 - 17th March 2019
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The parting gift from the club when she 
relinquished the chair was an entirely 
appropriate cut glass wine bottle coaster 
engraved with this favourite slogan. To this 
day it is proudly displayed in her home near
Chichester.

With considerable support of her ‘Entertainments
Committee’ Jacqui proposed and organised the
tenth NOC club anniversary celebration. Over
100 members and guests enjoyed a wonderful
black-tie night of fine dining and entertainment
aboard HMS Warrior in Portsmouth Historic
Dockyard. Jacqui’s concern at the potentially
considerable cost per head of such an event 
was dispelled when, accompanied by husband
John, they visited Nimbus Sweden (at her own 
expense). She persuaded (charmed!) the then
Nimbus CEO to make a significant financial
contribution towards the event.  This was agreed
on the condition it was matched by Offshore
Powerboats - which it was - and a great time for
members past and present was had by all. That
was Jacqui’s style - live and love life to the full -
which she always tried to do.

Jacqui and John’s Nimbus 310 Wiggy Too was a regular visitor at all club rallies and events. Guests were often surprised
at how many club members could be entertained at one time when asked to ‘come aboard and have a drink’!

Cruises in company, club lunches, fun events and other gatherings - these are her legacy to the club.

Jacqui was diagnosed with an extremely aggressive brain tumour just before last Christmas. Intensive treatment followed
but this made little or no difference and she passed away peacefully on 17th March.

John Wigg

Lynne Bearman also writes: Looking at back copies of 

Nimbus News, pictures of Jacqui show her organising the

troops, always with a happy smiling face and usually with

a glass of wine in hand. Jacqui’s engraved glass “motto”

typified her whole ethos – that of including everyone into

the club of which she was proud to be chairman for four

years.  Hard working, a great leader and decision maker,

we were happy to be led by her on the committee. What a

sense of humour she and John had, and an exuberant love

of life. We laughed our way through many a rally and

event, and cruising in their company was always fun.

Latterly, she and John moved to Compton where they quickly

made friends. We’re not surprised. Thanks for being friends

to each and every Nimbus club member, Jacqui. What a

cruel blow to be struck down by this horrible disease. We’ll

miss you Mrs Wiggie.
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Like last year, the clubs ‘Winter’ event proved popular with

42 of us enjoying dinner together on the Saturday evening.

Meeting out of season when our transport is cars, trains or

planes instead of boats, is a chance to meet 

owners from a wider area. The college is superbly sighted

overlooking Holes Bay and on the edge of Poole town 

centre. That weekend was one of the sunniest in winter

2018/19, slowing traffic but allowing us to enjoy the town,

its quay and a brilliant photographic exhibition 

at Poole Museum of lifeboats and crews from the past 

and today. There was also a light show in Poole for a 

few days.

These photographs taken by Dr Gilbert Park began 

with a chilly two tier gathering outside the College’s 

main building. A mutiny was avoided when we warmed

inside!

RNLI College Poole - 
23/24 February 2019
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RNLI’s work programme ruled out visits to the all-weather craft building facility and the training centre. But this is “our” charity,

of course based on some self-interest which we hope never to use, and we enjoyed good hotel facilities, generous rooms and

decent food at modest prices. Worth recommending even to non-boating friends.

Once upon a time coastal lifesaving was a different kind of heroic self-interest based on living sea-going communities helping

those facing similar dangers. Nowadays few coastal stations have volunteers who work at sea and RNLI must train and train

again to fill that skill gap and keep full-time staff and volunteers fully up to date. Then, of course, there’s the burgeoning demand

for beach life-saving. Hence RNLI’s National College and the accommodation we enjoyed. Notably, the Institution’s training

facility covers its costs by selling the service to our and many other nations’ civil and defence services. 

A great place to visit and for the club to meet, discuss, share problems and solutions and plan Nimbi-life, putting the world

right as we go. Thanks, again to Sue and John for organising the event.
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DEVELOPING THE 
CLUB WEBSITE:
By Martin Willard and Bartley McNeela

Progress with the new Parts Database and Technical Library. 
Those who attended the Technical Forum at last year’s Lymington Rally will remember it was suggested that the club website

should contain two new sections: - a parts database and a technical library. Fortunately, by February this year, the Club had

sufficient funds to go ahead. They will work like this:-

Parts Database
In this area it will be possible for members to enter details of a part they have sourced giving part numbers, manufacturer and

supplier details, identifying the boat(s) they fit etc.

As an example, if you find an anode that fits as 310 prop. shaft you can enter it in the database (by filling in simple forms)

along with the part number, manufacturer and supplier.

Other members will not be able to edit the original details but will be able to add comments eg “only fits models prior to 1999”

or “found cheaper source at XYZ Anode Co” etc.  

Members will then be able to search this database using 

any combination of boat model, part description, manufacturer

or supplier to find detailed information about parts plus any

comments by users.

Technical Library
Members will be able to upload technical documents (eg Yanmar

4LH-STE User’s Manual) into the system. They will not be 

immediately loaded in the library but will be reviewed by a 

moderator to check for: general acceptability, duplicates of 

existing documents, format harmonisation, changes to file names

so they are easily searchable (e.g. asde4636.pdf changed 

to Yanmar users manual.pdf). Moderators will also check 

acceptability on all operating systems, and any copyright issues.

On the subject of copyright, we are currently assuming that we

can hold documents that are freely available (on the internet

generally) but not those for which originators charge a fee for

their use or download.

Moderators will review both these new facilities to ensure 

acceptable usage etc. Members should be aware that they use

any of the stored data at their own risk as the Committee and

the Club cannot in any way be responsible for the content.

The new website elements are now in the final testing stage

and we hope they will be released for use by all members 

before the AGM. More details will be explained and discussed

at the Technical Forum that weekend.
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NORDIC BLUE to
NORTHLAND 

“Lines clear!”  
“Stern clear!”
We are finally on our way
to the far north of NZ! 

by Graeme and Barbara Smith

Leg 1: Hobsonville to Whangarei Town Basin. (80nm - 8 hours) 
We left Berth E39 at Hobsonville Marina at 6am and after refuelling in Auckland city, rounded North Head about an hour

later. Goodbye Auckland! 

Heading north just entering unfamiliar waters, near Kawau Island, when two whales (we think Bryde’s Whales) rolled through

crystal-clear blue water and surfaced for a moment as they headed south past Nordic Blue. The distance between us grew rap-

idly and we’d been so spellbound that we forgot to take photos just watched their spouts of spray from afar. 

Further on Barb watched a flying fish travel horizontally for several seconds, but once again the camera person was too slow! 



Sail Rock (which looks like a sail when viewed from the shore)

with Taranga Island and The Hen and Chicken Islands behind.

The bascule bridge signified our imminent arrival at the

Whangarei Town Basin. Raised for a yacht it was not needed

for Nordic Blue.

The Town Basin pedestrian bridge makes a pleasant and easy

walk from where most boats are berthed in the marina. 

On our arrival, this is where we had been given a berth, but

luckily the marina office asked us to move to a berth on the

town side of the river, just along from the restaurants and with

a supermarket across the road. We didn’t mind at all! Not only

that, we had a great outlook and were entertained by herons,

kingfishers and ducks with many ducklings, all enjoying the

sheltered environment of the mangroves.

This bridge, along with the bascule bridge, form each end of

a popular loop walk around Whangarei.

The marina at dusk, from the pedestrian bridge, looking 

towards the restaurants and marina office on the right.

At sunrise in our Whangarei berth, where huge overseas

yachts are accommodated.

We were like a mouse surrounded by 3 big cats! A South

African Knysna 440, an Australian cat of similar size and a

crewed 62 ft French Lagoon 620. There were yachts from

Stockholm, St Malo etc.
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Leg 2: Whangarei right through to Whangaroa, (105nm – 8 1/2 hours) we bypassed The Bay of Islands,
to avoid a ‘Solentesque’ Race Week! 

Leaving Whangarei with Bream Head astern.

As expected, it was a calm and pleasant trip until we rounded

Cape Brett now renamed by Grae as his “Brett Noir”! 

We faced large, confused, short seas and were soaked on the

flybridge but had left it too late to go to the lower helm. 

We braced ourselves through repeated soakings while Grae

struggled to make the chart plotter/autopilot respond in wet

conditions. After only three hours of discomfort we were in

Whangaroa’s small, calm and friendly marina!

Nordic Blue showing the final modifications, to suit us and 

NZ conditions: 

Flybridge hardtop (which doesn’t flap in the wind and Grae is

able to stand under!)

Boarding platform rail and tender support. (Fenders now

stored in platform locker).

Whangaroa Marina and inner harbour from the top of St

Paul's Rock. 
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Enjoying the 360 degree view from the top of Saint Paul’s Rock after a steep walk up from the marina. The large domed

rock at the top is a ‘volcanic plug’ reminiscent of St. Paul’s Cathedral.

The view from Saint Paul’s Rock, past Whangaroa Heads to

Cone and Stephenson Islands.

The sun sets on our last night in Whangaroa, where we were

surprised to experience a gourmet meal in The Marlin Hotel,

cooked by a French chef and served by a French waitress 

from Toulouse.
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Leg 3: Whangaroa south to Opua Marina in
The Bay of Islands. (38nm – 4hrs).

On the bush walk to the “Omata Estate” vineyard.

Our daughter told us there was a vineyard nearby. We

googled it and decided it was walkable. We set off on what

turned out to be a 3 hour return trip in 28 degrees! Having

worked up a thirst we opted for local craft beer to drink with

our wood-fired pizzas and bought a bottle of their Pinot Gris

for another time, which we carried all the way back!

The following day a two hour walk along the coastal footpath

took us to Paihia where we caught the passenger ferry for the

15 minute ride across to Russell.

Barb’s cousin in Russell showed us around before we all had

lunch at the historic ‘Duke of Marlborough Hotel’ on The

Strand. Next time, we’ll anchor there!
13
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Leg 4: Opua back to Whangarei to refuel (81nm - 7.5 hours), then back into Whangarei
Town Basin to wait out a two-day blow).

The Hole in the Rock, renowned game fishing grounds off our “Brett Noir” in vastly different conditions from the trip north. 

Cape Brett Lighthouse and the old keeper’s cottage, which is now a Department of Conservation hut for hikers.

Leg 5: Back to Hobsonville. (87nm - 7.5
hours including 2 hours @ 5 knots in fog
without radar, which failed its self-test and
was in the process of being replaced
under warranty).
This Buller’s Shearwater flew alongside us over glassy water,

8 nm off the coast, as we cruised at our usual 3000rpm 

15-17 knots.

The Little Blue Penguin is the world’s smallest penguin and as

usual, we saw a few. 

After one month away, we are once again in familiar waters,

looking back at Little Barrier Island on the horizon.

“Lines secured” brings the trip to a close.

An experience to savour



WINDLASS WORRIES
Like many coastal owners of the 26-32ft Nimbus range we watch the bows dip into larger waves or get covered with salt spray and
shudder about the effect of saltwater on the mechanics and electrics in the cable locker. Wash with fresh water yes but you can’t wash
away time! In NN’s Winter 2017 edition, Colin Tegg beautifully described the agonies of replacing his drive motor – including persuading
suppliers to provide only what the customer wants! I won’t repeat that advice except to confirm Colin’s experience that getting the old one
off is a battle. In our case both motor and gearbox were completely finished so replacement it was.

This is not a how-to-do-it piece, just two additions to Colin’s advice:

(1) don’t try like-for-like replacement and (2) use wooden pads for a secure retro fit.

Most of us have original or early replacement Lewmars and whilst “they” say there is a direct replacement, it isn’t the same! Like the other
big names (Quick and Lofrans), Lewmar have learned what I call the “Colin lesson” - in the early designs the motors were not protected
against the elements. The new motors are so well protected (with outer covers and watertight joints) that most are too big to align properly
and fit inside the chain locker. That is certainly the case for our 310C. Fortunately, the same manufacturers offer a large range, have 
web-sites with detailed dimensions and, if you struggle, hungry chandlers will email plans and updates and offer advice.

Measuring up – many times and checking frequently – you can be driven nuts by the location of holes in the GRP deck. Don’t bother! 
The photos below show the above and under-deck finished article. This approach means that on White Rider the GRP foredeck is 
sandwiched between two pieces of half inch iroko. The top one is shaped to look good and hold the windlass. We also had space for a
cleat bolted through to the underdeck timber.

The lower pad must be flat and
cover as much as possible of the
fore part of the chain locker head
whilst allowing hand space for
working and to clear the curves
at bulkhead and deck joints. The
support thus given means the 
location of the previous deck
holes doesn’t matter ‘though
many alignments worked. 
Standardisation, surely not!

The two timber pads are bolted
together through the deck 
separately from the windlass 
fixing studs and, depending on
the product, it’s likely those studs
need to be lengthened. At least
one of the windlass studs should
be even longer to make fitting
and dismantling easier. Plenty of
Sikaflex completes the process.

For us the ‘best’ choice was a
Lofrans X1 windlass with a gypsy
for 8mm chain and 12mm rope.
Cleverly this motor has a 900kg
pull by using a smaller diameter
gypsy. Wow! back to O level physics/mechanics! All our measurements worked, it fits in the locker but only just. By doing it ourselves the
cost was about 35% of quotes we had for a professional “like-for-like replacement” ‘though goodness knows how anyone would fit current
Lewmars into our chain locker! 
In all this I was more than helped by David Noyce whose skill, knowledge, patience and enjoyable company (and tools!) 
I valued beyond measure.
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By Peter Coles



This may be an issue that someone else has had. On the Ultima we had a rear cabin with a sink and cupboard under. 
The bottom section has a housing where the rudder goes through the hull. 

Over the past few months we’d collected some ‘orrible 
bilge-like fluid.

On close inspection it was mainly water with 10% Diesel.

Clever engineering folk crawled all over the aft cabin, 
contorted themselves into the cupboard

(a Houdini performance) and established it was probably; 

1) sea water getting in via the rudder seal and 

2) a leaky fitting to the main diesel tank under the bunk. 

Further detailed examinations followed. The offending fluid
was removed with our small stirrup hand pump and a small
sponge. It was spotless? Yup, definitely!

So, off we went on the Summer mini cruise to Lyme Regis 
reported in the Nimbus Summer News of 2018.

Our first port was Weymouth and there was 1½ltrs of the ‘orrible fluid in the cupboard.

Further detailed inspection with Simon (Mac) Macpherson. More head scratching ensued.

We decided that Nordic Cloud wasn’t in danger of sinking so….onwards to Lyme Regis.

More ‘orrible stuff had accumulated when we got there.

More head scratching.

Mac suggested “have you pumped the bilges recently?” 

“Is there a pump?”, I asked.

“Yes, at the side of the helm position”

3 pumps of the handle and more ‘orrible stuff was seen to be
ejected from the (until now unused) vent pipe. 

In conclusion; we’d had Nordic Cloud for 4 seasons and never
pumped the bilge.

In the bilge was an accumulation of water, Diesel and oil (when
the filters were changed).

The construction of the boat consists of an outer skin with an
inner that supports the engine.

There is a thin void between the two, where the ‘orrible stuff
had accumulated.

When we accelerated and got the boat on the plane, water
went to the back of the boat, accumulating in the cupboard.

The aft cupboard is now in pristine condition (even the rudder
tube grease nipple got some TLC thanks to David Noyce and
his flex grease gun).

And no leaking rudder seal…hooray!  All is happy on the
clean bilge front.

PS When the boat came out of the water later in the year, a
larger inspection hatch was planned to gain access to the bilge
“void”. There’s always a plus!

Moral of the story, check your bilges!

‘Orrible stuff in the back locker!   
by Nigel Barfoot
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A CAUTIONARY TALE     by Graham Drinkwater

The above warning notice is somewhat tongue-in-cheek but describes an unlikely but, possible, worst-case, scenario.

If your boat is fitted with the type of sliding side window shown in figure 1, I have to warn against
the possible loss of the window, especially if the boat is 'older’. From the open position it can
simply fall off the boat, fortunately this happened while I was standing on the pier talking to a
neighbour. Suddenly we heard a loud crash from the far side of Shearwater, our Nimbus 27 C. 

Being curious and thinking the noise originated from our immediate neighbour, we took a 
few steps along the pier only to find my boat’s side window poised on the side deck ready to
plunge into the briny. Luckily it had not dropped far but was leaning precariously against the
stainless-steel rail. As gently as possible, I stepped aboard, very gingerly entered the cabin 
from where, with great relief, I was able to retrieve the undamaged window.

At our berth it would not have been a serious problem if the window had fallen into the water, which, ‘though a little murky, was quite
warm and only about 2.5 m deep. At sea, it could have been more serious! The window would certainly have gone overboard and
been lost. In anything of a chop, spray entering the cabin would make life underway uncomfortable to say the least. And then, the cost
of replacing the window!

What was the cause?

The window pane is not retained mechanically in the aluminium sliding rail at the top, but simply glued into the frame – an aluminium
extrusion. The adhesive product had deteriorated slowly over the years (Shearwater has been exposed to the elements since 1994)
and the joint between aluminium rail and glass pane failed. 

The glass had slipped out of the top frame rail (fig. 2 -1), which is a part 
of the complete side window. The rail remained in place in the aluminium
channel (fig. 2 -2) and the rest of the window fell to the deck.

The aluminium sliding rail cannot be removed* on Shearwater without 
dismantling a lot of boat – a design flaw which could have been solved 
with a little extra thought. For the repair, this meant leaving the rail in place,
cleaning off the old adhesive and applying an ample amount of white Sikaflex
292i adhesive into the rail. The glass pane was then offered up and pressed
into the rail. The window was then closed and locked in position overnight.
Excess Sikaflex was removed the next day with a narrow scraper and cleaned
up with acetone. A refinement was then added to each side window in 
the form of a lanyard tied around the bar handle and secured to a small clip
attached to the inside of the cabin (belt and braces).

Numerous Nimbus models and other boats like the Marex have this type of side window. Because we moor in the Eastern Med. both
side windows remain open day and night during the summer as do the sliding roof hatches giving us a best-of-both-worlds feature; 
a little open-top feeling with sun protection plus lock-up security. 

* “cannot be removed” – which also means that the complete window itself cannot be easily removed from the boat. This may be 
applicable only to Nimbus 27; larger craft or later models may differ. 

I would welcome anyone who can contradict the above statement and offer instructions on how to remove an intact side window. 

Figure 1

Figure 2

Risk of Sinking!
Risk of sinking due to ingress of ocean into the cabin.
Make sure all sliding windows are intact and watertight when closed.

Chairman David reports as follows:
There have been a number of occasions when members have had problems with sliding side windows. The sliding unit on the
top becomes worn and the only way to remove it is to grind out a slot with a model makers grinder. This allows the window to
slide out and new bearings fitted. 
There have also been 2 broken windows which has meant the removal of the complete opening window frame.  
Another boat had broken window catches which had to be made up individually as they were not available at the time.
One opening window has been replaced using Macralon rather than glass.
Graham provides a good reminder to keep a regular check on the bonding of the glass to the frame, especially in hotter climes.
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In the Winter 2018 Nimbus News, Martin Willard recommended ways of making and fitting a towing bridle. David Noyce and 

I added comments and strongly supported the advice to have a bridle on board. On reading that, Simon Phillips emailed us with 

essential advice based on his own experience.  In the process he reminded me of basic warnings we should have included. Because,

if you have to tow or be towed, it’s probably essential but it is difficult.

Dr Phillips is a longstanding member who in the past owned Nordic Cloud and Purbeck Cloud. With Ted Bearman, ex Cloud Strider,

Simon edited NN and his email was kind and sympathetic about this task. Yes, sometimes it’s hard but it’s also rewarding, 

especially when we have follow-up like Simon’s. (NOTE to Readers: please respond to articles if you want to add or to argue, no one’s

perfect! Eds.)

Anyone who has been towed or has towed at sea will know about overrunning. In boats it’s not like telling the towed car to use the

brake to keep the tow rope tight! Simon reminds us of a number of measures to hold back the towed craft and to reduce snatching.

Steering both requires concentration but is made easier and safer if we can maintain tension on the towline. The dilemma is that to

ease snatching and to stop overtaking, the line should be as long

as possible. Even with a bridle from the tug’s quarters, there is a

danger of the towline fouling that vessel’s prop. 

Most Nimbus boats have trimtabs and the towed boat should

lower these to provide a modest “brake”. In heavy conditions or

with following seas it would help hold back the towed boat if it

trailed ropes (these days sea anchors are rare on leisure power-

boats but a small one could help – depending on the tug’s power! 

Simon Phillips had a number of articles published in PBO in 2004-5

and for weeks we’ve tried and failed to get a response from that

worthy magazine. Hopefully in later issues we can reprint some

of Simon’s PBO “Learning from Experience” pieces. 

This advice is seen in the very long towlines used between large

craft, whether or not the lead is a professional tug. Our own star

rescue service, RNLI, provides a classic combination of new and

old. David Noyce tells me those shiny, super hi-tech All-Weather

lifeboats often carry large old car tyres which are threaded onto

a tow-line to dampen snatching. But don’t try that on a Nimbus!

by Peter Coles

TOWING-
More thoughts on basic
seamanship

Our Gazebos.
Andrew Haines, who runs Greenham Regis at Lymington, 
has been good enough to store the club gazebos for us, 

at no cost – thanks Andrew. If you need any marine electronics,
check Greenham’s website at www.greenham-regis.com
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Most of our boats have a vhf radio fitted. The more modern units are Digital 
Selective Calling (DSC) allowing users to call other individual users using their
unique MMSI number (like a phone number). Most important, DSC radios allow
automated May Day calls by holding down a single button. Provided the DSC
radio has GPS fed to it (or has its own GPS receiver), the radio will transmit May
Day along with the boat position repeatedly until the coastguard acknowledges it.
If possible, the DSC mayday call should then be followed by a normal voice call
on channel 16. For that function alone it is worth upgrading your radio to DSC.

As an emergency or back up it is worth having a hand-held unit as well. Nowadays these can also be DSC based and it’s
also worth checking waterproof and possibly floating capability. Most DSC hand-helds have GPS built in for a position fix.
Make sure that any hand-held radio is fully charged and ready for use. Taking to the liferaft with your hand-held radio
would not be a good time to find that the battery flat!

It is a legal requirement that both the VHF radio and its operator have the appropriate licences,

ie DSC licence for a DSC radio. RYA VHF radio courses are available at many RYA training centres and last your lifetime.
However, anyone can legally use a VHF radio if supervised by a licence holder, so if the skipper has a licence any one on
board can use the radio. For a May Day situation, anyone can use the radio. Even if the skipper is qualified other crew
members will greatly benefit from the RYA licence course to give confidence and an understanding of the rules and etiquette
of use. VHF radio has day to day value on board but could be a life saver so:

•   other crew members should know how to make a radio call in case the skipper is incapacitated; 

•   have laminated sheets (A5 size is fine) that show the procedure for emergency calls;

•   include the wording of an emergency call particularly how the spell out your boat name in the 
      international phonetic alphabet. A Mayday or PanPan situation is not the best time to struggle with 
      what to call the letter M! 

A key legal requirement is for all radio transmitting equipment on board to be licensed. This can be done on line for 
free (yes, a free government service!) through https://www.ofcom.org.uk/ and follow links. The site is complicated but 
almost fool-proof. Remember to list ALL radio transmission units on board: your fixed VHF, hand held radios, radar and a
transmitting AIS. The Ofcom website will issue a licence online for printing. Keep it on board along with your personal 
licence - this is particularly important if you are going abroad. 

While on the topic of signalling, MCA regulations (your insurance will probably require compliance) mean you should
have a copy of all the marine visual emergency signals. These are printed in almanacs but it’s worth checking so you can
recall and show them if asked.

But, is a mobile phone a replacement for marine VHF? Although some marinas are far better at answering the phone than
the VHF radio, the answer is a definite NO. Two faults with mobiles: 

1) Mobiles are no use away from the coast but, more important 2) they provide a closed call to one number. If you call
999 the operator may hear if you are in range but no other vessel or service can. When you use Channel 16 on VHF any
vessel or service monitoring Ch.16 will hear. 

Finally, on VHF radios, always check they are working before you set off, preferably not by calling the coastguard on 
channel 16. They have plenty to do without “Radio Check Please” calls - be a good citizen and call your marina if you
need a test.

For now then, it’s “out”.

by Martin Willard - RNLI Community Safety Officer, Selsey.

From the RNLI 
“Safety on Board” Scheme - VHF 
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NIMBUS OWNERS CLUB

Is your pride and joy up to standard?
BUT:     

Is it let down by your scruffy, faded or worn Nimbus Owners Club burgee?

By our careful and judicious procurement policy we have been able to obtain a stock of new 
Nimbus Owners Club burgees and can retain the cost at an amazing “roll back” price of just:

£10.00 – HOW DO THEY DO IT, YOU MAY EXCLAIM?

ALSO:
Are you proud of your membership of the Nimbus Owners Club UK?

Why not buy a washable, woven badge to stick or sew onto your sailing jacket (or jumper)
- also ideal for covering up unwanted advertising by clothing manufacturers!

Treat your boat and buy your new burgee now at this low, low price.
Why not buy two; one for day-to-day use and one for special occasions?
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NewsN I M B U S

All Nimbus News contributions to be sent to:
Peter and Jean Coles at pjandje@btinternet.com 
Closing date for Summer 2019 Edition of Nimbus News
will be FRIDAY 16th AUGUST 2019.

We get about 900 words on each page with no photographs. 
An average photograph is worth about 150 to 200 words. Please do
not embed pictures in your word documents but include them separately
as jpegs or similar, but please put their captions in with the text.
CRUISING ARTICLES 
Ideally, cruising articles should be no more than 1500 words, though
we can run several instalments. 
TECHNICAL ARTICLES
Technical articles should be as short as possible and with photos
sent separately.

Jonas Gothberg
Email: jonas.gothberg@nimbus.se

C O N T R I B U T I O N S

DISCLAIMER.
The views expressed in this newsletter are those of the 
contributors and do not necessarily represent the views of the
Nimbus Owners Club UK. Similarly the club will not be held
responsible for the contents, claims, or possible results of the
use of, any advertisement in this newsletter.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR NIMBUS
SWEDEN AND SPARES:

“A BOAT 
AFLOAT”
Gazing at my lovely boat

Floating on the water
Gives me pleasure fun and joy

Since the day I bought her

Sleek fine lines and shiny hull
A true delight to see

Well worth every penny spent
She means so much to me

We’ve not been far together
I haven’t had her long

But every time I’m with her
I just burst into song

I feel I may be leading you
Up the garden path

Because my lovely little boat
Is floating in my bath

Bill Wiltshire

WHO’S  WHO &
HOW TO CONTACT
YOUR COMMITTEE
Chairman & Technical Advisor  - 
David Noyce - 01243 787509
email: d.noyce@btinternet.com 

Membership Secretary - 
Janet Noyce 01243 787509 
email: d.noyce@btinternet.com 

Treasurer - John Searle   
email: eureka.hythe@gmail.com  

Committee Members:
Events Co-ordinator - Sue Birchall 
email: birchall2600@gmail.com 

Committee Secretary - Julia Hendry: 
email: juliahendry@btinternet.com

Website Liaison - Bartley McNeela: 
email: bjmcneela@gmail.com

Editor Nimbus News - Jean and Peter Coles 
01243 820496 : 
email: pjandje@btinternet.com  

Sponsorship & advertising - Roger Nicholas
email: ardea@dittybox6.plus.com 

Equipment and spares web development 
- Martin Willard 
email: martinwillard@btinternet.com  

Web site: www.nimbusowners.co.uk


